Apr. 23, 2006
To:
Distribution
From: GDE Change Control Board
Subject: Response to the Change Request for the BCD RTML section

Preamble
This is the CCB response to the proposed change on the Ring-To-Main-Linacs sections of the March
28, 2006 version of GDE ILC Baseline Configuration Document [1]. CCB received the change
request from P.Tenenbaum on April 13, 2006 [2], and CCB forwarded it to GDE the same day.
K.Kubo and D.Schulte were assigned as the CCB reviewers. This change request was initially
classified as Class-0. However, since the proposed change was recognized to include addition of a
spare RF source unit and additional wiggler power supplies, and hence, not exactly with zero cost
impact, CCB re-classified it as Class-1. P.Tenenbaum made a minor amendment of the request on
April 18[3]. There was additional an amendment, which was suggested by CCB members and agreed
with by P.Tenenbaum on April 19 [4].

Summary
The request consists of the following eight points:
(1) It specifies the scheme of the transverse collimation.
(2) It describes the spoilers and absorbers for collimation of off-energy particles in the turnaround.
(3) A spare klystron and modulator is added in the 1st stage bunch compressor.
(4) The number of power supplies for wigglers is increased for more flexible control in the bunch
compressors.
(5) The crab cavities are described for longitudinal diagnostics after the bunch compressors.
(6) The “alternate” footprint of RTML is eliminated.
(7) Some changes are made in the tables of components and system lengths, based on the lattice
design.
(8) Other changes for consistency, improvement of the text and correction of errors.
CCB agrees to the points (1), (2), (6), (7) and (8), which improve the completeness of BCD.
CCB agrees to the point (3) since it improves the availability of the machine.
Some questions were raised by CCB members on the points (4) and (5). The necessity was
questioned to have independent power supplies for wiggler magnets and a concern was raised about
the wakefield effects of the crab cavities. With responses from the requester [5], CCB have come to
agree with these points: The point (4) offers improved flexibility for the control of the wigglers, and
the wakefields of the crab cavities (point 5) are unlikely to be a serious problem.
In conclusion, CCB accepts and approves the change request in the form amended by the requester
and CCB. The updated files are uploaded at [1].
CCB also took this opportunity to fix the links, which were broken when the original wiki version of
the RTML BCD section was converted into a Word file in early 2006.
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Appendix 1.

Subject: Re: [CCB-277] RTML Change request - April 13, 2006
Date:
Mon, 17 Apr 2006 12:18:35 -0700
From: Peter Tenenbaum
To:
Peter Tenenbaum, CCB
CC:
E.S. Kim
I would like to amend my change request from last week. The amendment is
a simple one, due to a counting error:
In the table of Instrumentation, I would like to change the BC1 BPM
count from 24 to 27; the BC2 BPM count from 25 to 54; and the total BPM
count from 280 to 318.
-PT
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Appendix 2.
Subject: Re: [CCB-277] RTML Change request - April 13, 2006
Date:
Tue, 18 Apr 2006 08:44:51 -0700
From:
Peter Tenenbaum
To:
Kiyoshi Kubo
CC:
CCB, E.S. Kim
It's fine with me, with one exception: on page 5, the word "or" is mis-spelled as "oe" (where "or less"
has been added to the description of the kicker rise time)!
-PT
kubo wrote:
> Dear PT,
>
> There have been some discussions among CCB members on RTML BCD and
> we would like to suggest some additional changes as follow.
> I attached a new .doc file, which includes these changes and your correction of BPM count.
>
> Please let me know if you agree. Then, CCB will accept the change request as this.
>
> Kiyoshi Kubo
>
>----------> page 2: "The exact specification for the beam-handling capability of the
> insertable stopper is to be determined through further discussion within
> the GDE."
> The exact specification for the beam-handling capability of the
> insertable stopper is pending further study.
>
> page 2: "(and assuming that damping ring extraction is halted after that
> number of bunches)"
> (requiring that damping ring extraction is halted after that number of bunches)
>
> page 2: "The total length and composition of the DR Stretch is to be
> determined by the GDE".
> The total length and composition of the DR Stretch is to be determined.
>
> page 4: "This section includes a 35 cm dipole-mode RF structure"
> This section includes an approximately 35 cm long dipole-mode RF structure
>
> page 4: "which can rise from zero to full strength in 100 nsec"
> which can rise from zero to full strength in 100 nsec or less,
>
> page 5: "via kicker magnets with 100 nsec rise tme"
> via kicker magnets with 100 nsec or less rise time
>
> page 6: "DR Stretch counts and system lengths are omitted pending
> completion of DR Stretch specifications by the GDE. "
> DR Stretch counts and system lengths are to be determined.
>
> - - - - - end- - - - - -
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Appendix 3.
Subject: Re: [CCB-277] RTML Change request - April 13, 2006
Date:
Thu, 13 Apr 2006 09:02:18 -0700
From:
Peter Tenenbaum
To:
Kiyoshi Kubo
CCB, E.S.Kim, Daniel Schulte
CC:
[Omission]
> - - - - - Questions - - - - > (4)
> Can you explain why you need 7 independent power supplies in each chicane?
It may not be optimal. The current design is based on the 2005 design
study which used 8 bends in each chicane, and we found that having bends 1 and 8 of each chicane
on one power supply at a fixed strength, and having the other 7 bends on independent supplies, gave
us the best results in terms of flexibility (achieving all the desired R_56 values in the parameter table
while also meeting the geometry constraints of the design) and emittance growth from SR. We
looked at other solutions which had fewer power supplies and they were not as good – generally they
could meet the optical requirements but with larger emittance growth. It may be that there is an
equally good design with only 5 power supplies, or one which is better with more bends and more
power supplies per chicane.
> (5)
> Are the crab cavities in the main beam line?
> The present (old) version of BCD says:
> "Some or all of this instrumentation may be in an extraction channel
> and not the beamline which leads to the second stage compressor." and
> "Some or all of this instrumentation may be in an extraction channel
> and not the beamline which leads to the main linac."
The crab cavities are in the main beam line. My original intention was
to put them into the extraction channel, but that didn't work. For one
thing, the extraction channel already has a number of constraints on it, and forcing the optics to work
out so that the beam fit through the aperture of an S-band structure would have made the design
impossible.
For another, the extraction channels have significant bending, thus large R_56 values, so the bunch
length actually grows considerably in the channel! Not very useful place to put a bunch length
monitor...
> If the cavities are in the main line, did you check wakefield effects?
In fact I did. The reason that the cavities are so short and run at room
temperature is that they have a fill time of 150 nsec, so by the time
that bunch 2 arrives any wakefields from bunch 1 are gone via the output coupler; so long range
wakes are not an issue. This also means that the cavities require a lot of power and can't operate over
an entire train (lots of power * 1 msec * NC cavity = meltdown). For most applications we can get
acceptable results using a klystron similar to the SLAC 5045 (65 MW peak output power, 3 usec
pulse width) without any pulse compression; there are some potential applications where a
compressed pulse is required.
For short range wakes, the most sensitive of these cavities is the one
in BC1 where the bunch is long and the energy is low. For a 1 mm RMS bunch length and 5 GeV
centroid energy, the emittance will increase by approximately 40% for a beam-to-cavity
misalignment of 1 mm. For this estimate I used the wakefield for the SLAC accelerating structure,
which has a fundamental mode frequency of 2856 MHz and a dipole mode frequency of around 4
GHz, so this is probably about what we would expect for a cavity operating at 3.9 GHz dipole mode
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frequency. If we used a cavity closer to the SLAC frequency (either a "LOLA" cavity which has a
dipole mode frequency of 2856 MHz, or else a cavity which operates at 2.6 GHz to be harmonically
related to the ILC main frequency) the effect would be somewhat smaller. I expect that we can
achieve 100 um alignment of these cavities easily, since they are room-temperature and can be
conventionally aligned; also, since a dipole-mode cavity is basically a multi-cell RF-BPM with a
power source, we can align them to within a few microns if we look at the amplitude and phase of
the power at the output coupler in the absence of drive power. Since emittance growth goes as the
square of the misalignment, 100 um -> 0.4% emittance growth, 10 um -> negligible.
-PT
[Omission]
END
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